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EXT. STREET - A CROSS WALK - NIGHT

A WOMAN is standing at a crossing point. She begins to walk.

A CAR appears, bearing down on her. It’s going to be messy.

Out of the shadows, a MASKED HERO, pulls her out of the way.

The CAR speeds on by like nothing happened.

WOMAN

The Masked Hero! I can’t thank you

enough. I’m Kelly. Have you eaten?

The Woman walks away. The Masked Hero checks his breath.

INT. HOUSE - DINING ROOM - LATER

KELLY, and the MASKED HERO are all sat around a table. The

table is set for romance. A two person romance. ADAM is on

the table covered in strategically placed sushi. (Like

Nyotaimori). The Masked Hero eyes Adam suspiciously.

MASKED HERO

Well, this is super awkward.

ADAM

Hello, Masked Hero.

KELLY

Do you two know each other?

MASKED HERO

Captain Chaos here, and I crossed

paths many times.

ADAM

I kept telling you, it was just

Captain Chaso.

MASKED HERO

I retired him.

ADAM

You harassed me into seclusion more

like. What about my rights?

MASKED HERO

You gave up those rights when you

hijacked the ship of nuclear

weapons.

ADAM

I was just a boat pilot. It was my

job just to dock them. I loved that
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CONTINUED: (2) 2.

ADAM (cont’d)
job. It was all I ever wanted to do

since I was a little boy.

MASKED HERO

That time you kidnapped a car load

of children.

ADAM

Taking my daughter and her friends

bowling for her birthday.

MASKED HERO

The time you buried that toxic

powder intent of infecting the

water supply.

ADAM

Those were my mother’s ashes. In a

garden of remembrance. By a River.

MASKED HERO

You even admit to stealing other

people’s property. Not everyone can

be a super hero, Kelly. It takes a

certain mindset to protect the

common man from this sort of evil.

ADAM

Maybe I should just become a super

villain like you seem to think I

am.

Kelly pats Adam’s hand. Adam kisses her. Adam gets up as

sushi falls to the floor and Adam exits.

KELLY

This was a mistake. I think that

maybe you should leave before

someone gets hurt.

There’s a FLASH OF LIGHT from the KITCHEN.

INT. HOUSE - KITCHEN - CONTINUOUS

ADAM is lying on the floor, holding his crotch. The Door to

the microwave is open. There is a fork in the microwave.

MASKED HERO

Congratulations, Captain Sterile.

Chalk this up to another victory

over evil for: The Masked Hero!


